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Profile LED NISA-KON

Price 13.40 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 4 days

Number 1929

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
Important Information

The purchase a piece in the store means the purchase 1 linear meter of the profile or cover

If you want to buy a profile that has a length of 2 meters you have to buy 2 pieces, 3 meters you have to buy 3 pieces, and
the multitude of quantity when ordering.

The total length of the aluminum profile or the panel to the profile - is the total quantity of the piece number that was bought
in the store.

The choice of the appropriate shipping method will take place at the end of the order process.
The details of the shipping method and packaging of the aluminum profiles you will find here (click in the link)

Aluminum profile
  
The product you have selected contains only - aluminum profile - does not include the accessories located in the Accessories
tab.
Additional accessories like covers, end caps, electricity conductive end cap, mounting bracket, fasteners, mounting
springs, proximity switch, micro switch, mounting system and others are available under "Accessories".

If you are interested in longer lengths than one meter, write to us we will quote the delivery cost to you. Transport companies
expect additional charges for long shipments.
For each country is different maximum length of the profile that we can send. It does not depend on us only by courier.
We also do service cutting aluminum profiles to the indicated size - write or call get comprehensive information. 
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Architectural niches are places that require thoughtful and non-accidental lighting.

Where it is difficult to ensure that the traditional light illuminates all the necessary elements, the lighting of the led will be
perfect. We recommend NISA-KON niche illumination profiles, due to which each niche will gain an excellent and reliable light
source. Where simple ceiling or standing lamps do not work, LED lighting in the form of technologically advanced and
functional profiles will do its job perfectly. Due to led profiles, it is possible to position the light source exactly where it is most
needed.

Led lighting is a solution that will perfectly work in any interior. It is durable, reliable and long lasting, yet energy-efficient. The
LEDs mounted in the profiles shine in full light and perfectly illuminate the interior while also taking up very little electricity
from the mains. By selecting led profiles you can be sure that even long-term use of lighting will not generate high electricity
bills.

The NISA-KON set is a set of two profiles that are perfect for illuminating architectural niches of all shapes and sizes. They are
so constructed that they can be installed at a distance from the edge of the niche and still provide an adequate level of
illumination. The NISA-KON consists of the TENIKON mounting strip and the ONISA profile, which is embedded in the mounting
strip. Once assembled, the kit allows the light to be directed perpendicular to the wall. The mounting strip is angular. Its
horizontal edge is mounted directly to the plasterboard. Its vertical edge allows the ONISA profile to be attached. The
combination of the two rails provides a durable and durable combination that will provide the right light in any niche for a long
time. In order for the ONISA profile to be rigid and durable, it is necessary to use a special silicone cord that is included with
the other components. The design provides the perfect illumination, but it is invisible to the eyes and imperceptible to the
occupants of the room.

Assembly of the entire set is fast and hassle-free. Each NISA-KON kit comes with a simple and clear user guide that will guide
you through the correct installation step by step. The mounting strip is fastened to the plasterboard using specially adapted
screws. Prior to installation, the bar must be drilled in order to avoid non-aesthetic and non-functional deformation. All
necessary steps are described in the operating manual, so that the installation should not be a problem. NISA-KON profiles
work perfectly in any interior, both representative and functional. They will find their use in residential construction and in
various types of public utilities. They will be practical and functional in galleries, museums, restaurants and office space. It is
an excellent light source that ensures proper illumination of the room, but at the same time the strips and the way they are
assembled will be imperceptible.

NISA-KON is a high quality led profile made of the finest materials and accessories with attention to detail. The profile has all
the necessary certificates and approvals that should have products intended to illuminate the premises. We invite you to
familiarize yourself with the offer of unique, highest quality profiles for niche lighting. They will surely meet all your
expectations. If you have any questions, mounting problems or problems in your daily life, we will be pleased to provide you
with professional advice and support. Led profiles are a solution that will be 100% reliable in any interior. We highly
recommend.
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